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Chapterr  9 

Ann argument for  deontic pluralism 

Inn this chapter I shall argue against generalism, and in the last chapter I 

havee argued against non-cognitivism, while in the next chapter I will argue 

againstt theories of euthanasia. All these arguments rest on my theory of 

morall dilemma, on features which this theory says moral dilemmas possess. 

Too be sure, I insist that the theories I argue against should be revised or, if 

thiss is not possible, even abandoned. Yet, in some way I also find it 

deplorablee that these theories are irreconcilable with my theory of moral 

dilemma.. This is not because they are theories I am attached to. They are 

not.. Rather, it is because of the idea of a reflective equilibrium, which I 

acceptedd in the preamble of the last chapter. 

Ass I put it there, in chapters 8, 9 and 10 we widen the search for a 

reflectivee equilibrium. This is done by confronting my theory of moral 

dilemma,, a position which I take to be a reflective equilibrium, with 

initiallyy intuitively plausible theories of meta-ethics and normative ethics 

andd with practice. Obviously, I wish my theory of moral dilemma to be 

broadlyy based; I would like my reflective equilibrium concerning moral 

dilemmass to be stable. It is in this respect, then, that I find it somewhat 

deplorablee that theories of meta-ethics, normative ethics and applied ethics 

aree inconsistent with my theory of moral dilemma: the more theories are 

compatiblee with it, the more stable my reflective equilibrium with regard to 

morall dilemmas is. 
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9.11 Particularism and generalism 

Standardly,, it is the possibility of dilemma that is used to argue against the 

possibilityy or, at least, the importance of moral theory. But I will make an 

attemptt in this chapter to show that the possibility of conflict constitutes an 

argumentt against generalism in the theory of reasons, in particular against 

Kantianismm and utilitarianism. 

Allegedly,, the possibility of dilemma is a weapon for anti-theorists in 

normativee ethics. This is due to the assumption that, in principle, moral 

theoryy should provide us with the right answer to every moral question, in 

casucasu with a right action in every moral problem. However, this assumption 

iss thwarted by the possibility of dilemma. As dilemmas are, as we know, 

irresolvable,, the possibility of dilemma proves it to be impossible for moral 

theoryy to cough up a right action in each and every moral problem.1 Now, 

morall theorists can try to disarm anti-theorists by questioning the 

conceptionn of moral theory that they assume, especially the assumption that 

morall theory has to supply us with the right answer to every moral 

question.22 But we will not explore these suggestions, because a stronger 

argumentt against generalism can be elicited from the possibility of conflict 

anyway. . 

Too begin with, however, I present us with a dilemma. This is that neither 

particularists,, nor generalists are able to acknowledge the possibility of 

(genuine)) conflict (further also The Dilemma). 

Att the bottom of The Dilemma is what I have occasionally been calling 

ourr distinction. This is the distinction between what constitutes a conflict 

andd what constitutes the resolution of a conflict, in my case the distinction 

betweenn what we are required to do and what we ought to do. Moreover, 

theree is a relationship of independence between requirements and oughts. 

Thatt is to say, in spite of being defeated in the competition to become 

oughts,oughts, so to speak, requirements may remain on the scene, i.e. we are still 

subjectedd to them, in the same way and to the same degree as before. 

Ourr distinction is at the bottom of The Dilemma because in order to 

recognisee conflicts as genuine this is the distinction we must make. For a 

conflictt is genuine if it is constituted by reasons which do not cease to be 

TCf.. Carke & Simpson (1989a), pp. 8-9. 
2Seee for this Louden (1992). 
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requirementss once they are defeated; otherwise, it is just an apparent 

conflict.3 3 

II can now be more specific about The Dilemma. It is that neither 

particularists,, nor generalists can recognise (genuine) conflicts as they fail to 

makee our distinction, especially they do not manage to keep defeated 

requirementss on the scene. 

Inn this section, I wish to make a prima facie case for The Dilemma. Before 

doingg this, obviously, I have to insert an overview of the debate between 

particularistss and generalists. Actually, as yet there is not much of a debate 

aboutt particularism and generalism. Only very recently particularist 

intuitionss started to receive a serious defence, at least in philosophical ethics 

(ass opposed to christian ethics). This is done notably by Dancy first in his 'On 

Morall Properties' (1981) and 'Ethical Particularism and Morally Relevant 

Properties'' (1983); later, he worked this material up into chapters 4 to 6 of his 

MoralMoral Reasons (1993); and, as I read on his website, Dancy now plans to 

writee a full-scale book on particularism. Thus, a meta-ethical counterpart to 

generalismm is just very much in the making. The debate between 

particularistss and generalists is therefore still in its infancy. So what I shall 

doo is to draw the lines along which I believe the debate concerning 

particularismm and generalism should take place.4 

Ass I see it, particularists and generalist disagree about the role of moral 

ruless (or principles -I use these terms interchangeably) in ethics, in 

particularr about what I will call the heuristic and justificatory role of rules. 

Ruless have an heuristic role in decision-making, when they guide us in our 

searchh for the right answer to a moral question. The justificatory role is to 

justifyy the decisions we make, the answers we give to moral questions. Let 

uss take the rule 'Stealing is wrong' as an example. Suppose that we ask 

whetherr we may steal, for example, food in order to prevent ourselves from 

starving.. 'Stealing is wrong' then plays a heuristic role as it helps us to 

answerr this question in the negative. This rule has its justificatory role as, if 

wee decide not to steal, it supports this decision. 

Inn order to make clear that particularists and generalists differ of opinion 

aboutt the heuristic and justificatory role of rules, it is best to spell out the 

33 All this has been explained in chapters 2 to 5. 
4Ass I present it, the dispute between particularists and generalists is about the role of moral 
ruless in ethics. At a deeper level, however, it is a dispute about rationality in moral 
judgment.. Put roughly, whereas generalists appeal to a subsumptive conception of rationality, 
particularistss maybe endorse a narrative conception of rationality (see Dancy (1993), p. 113). 
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differencee between the particularist and the generalist conception of a rule. 

Onn the particularist conception, a rule specifies a feature of an action, say 

stealing,, as behaving in such a way that it can make this action wrong, or at 

leastt prima facie wrong (in a Rossian sense5). However, on the generalist 

conception,, a rule specifies a feature of an action as behaving in such a way 

thatt it will  (or must) render this action (prima facie) wrong. 

Thee disagreement between particularists and generalists about the 

heuristicc role of rules rests on the fact that on a particularist view that an 

actionn is a stealing, for example, does not necessarily mean that it is (prima 

facie)facie) wrong, whereas on a generalist view it does. Consequently, on the 

formerr view rules do not help us to our decisions about the (prima facie) 

wrongnesss of actions, while on the latter view they do. Also the difference 

betweenn particularism and generalism concerning the justificatory role of 

ruless is based on the fact that on a particularist view the features which rules 

specifyy may make the actions that possess them (prima facie) wrong, but just 

asas well they may not, whereas on a generalist view these features are always 

(prima(prima facie) wrong-making. Accordingly, on the former view rules cannot 

bee appealed to in defence of an answer to a moral question, whereas on the 

latterr view they can. We can summarise the difference between the 

particularistt and generalist view on rules as follows: generalists claim that 

ruless are endowed with authority, while particularists deny this. 

Whatt we have considered so far is, in effect, the generalist position and 

thee particularist criticism to it. Evidently, I would have liked to produce a 

full-blownn particularism here, in the form of an alternative account of 

decision-makingg and moral justification. But, as I said, that is still in the 

future.. Let me just note that the starting point of this account will be that 

decision-makingg as well as moral justification are based on the features of 

thee particular case at hand only. Moral justification is laying out the 

favourablee light in which the action can be seen. It is to give the reasons that 

speakk in favour of the action. Appeal will be made to the virtuous person as 

aa model, especially to his moral sensitivity and perception. Finally, it is 

noteworthyy that on this account, although rules will have no justificatory 

rolee whatsoever, they could play some heuristic role. Generalisations show7 

uss which features of actions are possibly salient, thus bringing a situation's 

5Seee section 4.1. 
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practicallyy relevant features to the forefront of our mind, in the same way 

"precedents"" and imaginary cases (such as literary examples)6 do.7 

Lett me present my prima facie case for The Dilemma. Why may 

particularistss and generalists not recognise (genuine) conflicts; why can they 

nott keep defeated requirements on the scene? As for particularism, it may 

seemm that features of actions are practically relevant only insofar as they 

relatee to that which ought to be done -in terms of salience and shape, it may 

seemm that features of actions are salient only insofar as they contribute to the 

shapee of a situation- while, as we have seen, defeated requirements are just 

defeatedd in the competition to become oughts. As for generalism, it may 

lookk as if rules specify features as behaving in such a way that they render 

thee actions they pertain to oughts (or, as in our example of stealing, ought-

nots),, so that as soon as requirements are defeated there is nothing to back 

themm up. 

II hasten to add the following reply: 'If these are the horns of The 

Dilemma,, there is an obvious escape route. This, moreover, you have 

indicatedd yourself where you spoke of prima facie wrongness in the 

generalistt conception of a rule. For it is possible to slip through the horns of 

Thee Dilemma by going for a Ross-style deontic pluralism. This form of 

generalismm has it that, while our oughts (duties proper) are essentially 

unprincipled,, our requirements (prima facie duties) are supported by a 

pluralityy of principles'.8 

Thiss is right, of course. So I should be more precise about my target in this 

chapter.. It is the form of generalism which posits one supreme principle of 

morality,, in particular Kantianism and utilitarianism. In other words, my 

targett is monism in the theory of reasons. This is the view that all reasons 

aree reducible to one general reason, i.e. the reason why actions ought to be 

donee is always the same consideration, for example maximisation of the 

good,, as in case of a utilitarian theory. 

6See,, however, Dancy (1985). 
7Inn chapters 6 and 7 we have worked with the idea that there exist invariably relevant 
featuress as there are absolute deontological constraints. There are actions which are always 
forbiddenn and, furthermore, which it can never be right to do. According to Shafer-Landau, 
thee existence of invariably relevant features refutes particularism, in Shafer-Landau (1996), 
pp.. 588-91. In my view, it does not, because that there are such features does not imply that 
ruless have authority, or even that there is one rule which has. See for a different solution 
Dancyy (1993), pp. 228-30 and (unpublished). 
8Seee section 4.1. 
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Justt as in the previous chapter, in this chapter my strategy will be to 

defendd the British moral realist, that is particularism position first and then 

too attack the alternative, here: (monistic) generalist, position. This will be 

donee in sections 9.2 and 9.3 respectively. As we have seen in the preamble of 

thiss chapter, ultimately, I am not out to refute fa form of) generalism. I 

wouldd rather find or develop both conflict-recognising particularism and 

generalism,, since this would stabilise my reflective equilibrium concerning 

morall dilemmas. And I shall indeed make some efforts in that direction by 

graspingg both horns of The Dilemma. 

9.22 In defence of particularism 

Thee object of this section is to defend particularism against the charge that it 

cannott acknowledge the possibility of conflict as it is unable to keep defeated 

requirementss on the scene. As we have seen, this charge is based on the idea 

thatt on a particularist view, since features of actions are salient only insofar 

ass they reveal the shape of a situation, requirements must lose their initial 

saliencee in defeat. I can think of three reasons why this should be so, to wit 

thee truth of generalism, the idea of holism, and, most importantly, the 

notionn of practical relevance. In what follows, we will take these arguments 

head-on.. Here is, however, a preliminary remark. 

Att first sight, one might think that particularists seem to be in a better 

positionn than generalists when it comes to acknowledging that defeated 

requirementss may remain on the scene. By nature, as it were, particularists 

aree keen on codifving the various ways in which reasons actually behave. 

Thatt is why they claim that in moral judgment our main task is to look 

reallyy closely at the case before us; so as to see all of its features for what they 

are.. Thus, if there are requirements which act in such a manner that they 

stayy on the scene in defeat, from a particularist perspective we should be able 

too observe that. 

Onn the other hand, generalists suggest that in moral judgment we (also) 

lookk at principles, which is a looking away from the case at hand. This 

makess us run the risk of missing what is really at stake. For looking back at 

thee case, after having looked away, we may overlook the practical relevance 

off some features or at least the sense in which they are relevant. In this way, 

fromm a generalist perspective we may not see that there are defeated 
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requirementss on the scene. In the next section, I hope to show that 

somethingg like this is essentially the case. 

Lett us turn to the argument from the truth of generalism now. According 

too this argument, particularists are unable to keep defeated requirements on 

thee scene because, if they are to remain on the scene in defeat, requirements 

needd support from rules. This argument is so-called since it assumes that 

theree are features which generally behave as reasons for action. In particular, 

thee assumption is that where a defeated requirement remains on the scene, 

thiss is because the consideration that is supposed to be that requirement is 

behavingg in the same way there as it does everywhere else, that is it counts 

forr (or against) action. It is as if defeated requirements are allowed on the 

scenee due to their capability to be successful in other cases alone. Basically, 

thee argument is thus that particularists are not generalists. This is true, of 

course.. But it hardly counts as any sort of argument here. 

Soo we move to the argument from the idea of holism. This argument is 

so-calledd because it is grounded on the idea of holism in the theory of 

reasons.. Among other things, this idea implies that what we have reason to 

doo depends on what we have most reason to do, and vice versa, in the sense 

thatt what features of a situation are salient depends on its shape, and vice 

versa.. In connection with this, we can draw a distinction between 

statementss which are based on part of the features of a case and statements 

whichh are made in the light of all of a case's features. The former can be 

characterisedd as provisional, the latter as definitive, because it is always 

possiblee that the former have to be rejected in view of the latter. 

Accordingg to the argument from the idea of holism, on a particularist 

vieww this distinction also applies to requirement-statements and ought-

statements.statements. That is to say, requirement-statements are made by reference to 

somee of the features of a conflict, while ought-statements are all-things-

considered.. Moreover, in the face of ought-statements defeated 

requirement-statementss should thus be withdrawn. 

Particularistss are committed to holism indeed.9 This is because they give 

heedd to the fact that the roles which the same features of actions play differ 

fromm case to case. In one case some feature can be a reason to do A, while in 

anotherr case it can be a "no-reason-at-all" or even a reason against doing A. 

9Generalistss can be holists too. As for a description of how particularist intuitions can 
graduallyy drive generalists to holism, see Dancy (1993), pp. 79-81. An example here is Den 
Hartogh'ss default generalism, in his 'General and particular considerations in applied 
ethics'' (forthcoming). 
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Forr example, 'respecting the truth' may be a reason to confess to her that 

youu broke the vase, but it may also be no reason at all to inform a murderer 

aboutt the whereabouts of his intended victim, instead it is a reason against 

tellingg him. It is even possible that the same features are at the same time a 

reasonn in favour as well as against an action. For instance, the fact that you 

havee already done some thing twice could be a reason to do it a third time, 

butt at the same time a reason not to.10 

However,, holism does not prevent particularists from acknowledging the 

possibilityy of genuine defeated requirements, for on a particularist view 

requirement-statements,, including defeated requirement-statements, are 

alsoo everything-considered, in the same way as ougfrf-statements.11 This is 

shownn by the fact that in a different case the feature forming the defeated 

requirementt could be successful or a "no-reason-at-all". Let me explain this. 

Iff a defeated requirement-statement would not be everything-considered, 

thee feature supposedly forming the defeated requirement could still be 

successfull or a "no-reason-at-all". This is because of features of the case in 

questionn that have not been considered yet. As a result, if a defeated 

requirement-statementt is everything-considered, this means that, while in a 

differentt case the feature forming the defeated requirement could be 

successfull or a "no-reason-at-all", in the present case it cannot. Of course, 

theree are provisional requirement-statements too which, if defeated, have 

thee status of false beliefs and should thus be abandoned. 

Thee argument from the idea of holism rests on a questionable 

assumption,, which it is worth unravelling. This is the assumption that 

requirementss and oughts belong to two subsequent phases of moral inquiry. 

Fairr enough, requirements and oughts can be described as respectively input 

andd output of deliberation in a way. But requirement-statements cannot be 

madee earlier in time than ought-statements, when we do not have all 

knowledgee at our disposal. This is a direct consequence of the idea of 

holism. . 

Finally,, we come to the argument from the notion of practical relevance. 

Accordingg to this argument, particularists do not manage to keep defeated 

requirementss on the scene because on their view features of a case are only 

salientt if they are practically relevant, while defeated requirements are non-

10Iss euthanasia such a janus-like feature too7 See for different answers to this question 
chapterr 10. 
nCf.. Foot (1983), pp. 385-6. 
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insistent,insistent, that is we can discount them. The underlying notion of practical 

relevancee is that features of a case are salient to the extent that they relate to 

whatt we ought to do. 

Too offer resistance to this argument, we need to wheel in a new notion of 

practicall relevance. On this new notion, features are also salient if they 

oughtt to be taken up in other forms of conduct than actions, such as 

emotions,, dispositions and attitudes. This means that defeated requirements 

aree practically relevant indeed for they form the foundation of "ought-to-

feels",, amongst other things12. In view of this, the metaphysics of moral 

propertiess I have given in section 4.3 stands in need of modification. The 

shapee of a situation reveals not only what ought to be done, but also what 

oughtt to be felt, and so on.13 

II admit that the practical relevance of defeated requirements is "thin", as 

theyy are reasons for action. But I insist that it is not too thin to keep them on 

thee scene. However, here a slight worry remains as it now seems that 

defeatedd requirements stay on the scene only through their relationship 

withh oughts, while our distinction supposes that defeated requirements exist 

independentlyy of oughts. 

9.33 Against generalism 

InIn this section, I will argue against generalism by means of the possibility of 

conflict.. In section 9.1, I declared my target to be the form of generalism that 

putss forward one fundamental principle of morality, as opposed to the form 

off generalism that invokes a multiplicity of fundamental principles of 

morality.. It is worthwhile stressing that on the targeted generalism the 

fundamentall principle of morality functions as a criterion for the Tightness 

andd wrongness, and not the prima facie Tightness and wrongness, of actions. 

InIn other words, it operates as an authority which produces oughts, and not 

requirements.. As examples of this form of generalism we will discuss 

Kantianismm and utilitarianism. Thus, when I speak of the fundamental 

12Ass we have seen in subsection 5.2.1, in addition, we ought to have the disposition to make 
amendss and the attitude of reluctance. 
13Thus,, as we went along, we have enriched this metaphysics in two respects. We have made 
itt account for, firstly, the possibility of conflict, and, secondly, the compromise-model of the 
resolutionn of conflict. 
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principlee of morality I have in mind the categorical imperative and the 

principlee of utility. 

II said that my argument against generalism would be that generalists 

cannott acknowledge the possibility of conflict as they are unable to keep 

defeatedd requirements on the scene. The prima facie case I made for this 

argumentt was that on a generalist view, as rules are -as we have seen-

""  ought-directed", so to speak, requirements lack the necessary support to 

remainn on the scene in defeat. 

Thiss prima facie case for my argument might seem so strong that the 

prospectss of a conflict-recognising generalism look bleak. Also, it should not 

bee forgotten that "conflict-recognisingness" alone will not bring universal 

happiness.. What we are ultimately after is a generalist theory of moral 

dilemmaa which is plausible all over. This I shall call the plausibility-

condition.. So we are faced with a difficult problem. Nevertheless, I hope to 

demonstratee that we can make good progress in solving this problem, 

althoughh the upshot of our discussions will be that we have not solved it 

satisfactorily. . 

InIn what follows, we steadily move towards a plausible generalist theory of 

morall dilemma, without thus reaching it. As will become clear, this is 

becausee we consider one-level generalism first (subsection 9.3.1) and then 

double-levell generalism {subsection 9.3.2), as I call these views. I can best 

explainn wrhat I mean by one-level generalism by contrasting it with double-

levell generalism, and I will therefore begin with clarifying wThat I take the 

latterr to be. 

Double-levell generalism is the view that there are two levels of moral 

thinkingg -the one a higher level and the other a lower one, as it were. At the 

higherr level our thinking is governed by the fundamental principle of 

morality,, and at the lower by -most importantly- rules or dispositions (i.e. 

internalisedd rules). The connection between these rules and dispositions, on 

thee one hand, and the fundamental principle of morality, on the other 

hand,, is that the former are derived from the latter. For example, if Kant is 

rightt that the categorical imperative forbids lying sec, double-level 

generalistss would say that it generates the rule 'Lying is wrong' and/or the 

dispositionn not to lie. 

Typicall of double-level generalism is, furthermore, that, although they 

owee their existence entirely to the fundamental principle of morality, 

corollaryy rules and dispositions succeed somehow in playing a role of their 
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own.. And this is what warrants my talk of two levels of thinking here. 

Thesee rules and dispositions play a role of their own as the fundamental 

principlee of morality has delegated to them, what I have called, its heuristic 

andd justificatory role. That is, they guide us in our thinking, and we appeal 

too them when we justify what we think, or at least if we are not mistaken. In 

thiss respect, in subsection 9.3.2 we will make a further distinction between 

double-levell generalism which, in exceptional cases, still refers us back to 

thee higher level of thinking, and double-level generalism which does not. 

Thatt on double-level generalism rules and dispositions play a role of their 

ownn is proven by the fact that they may make us do things which from the 

perspectivee of the fundamental principle of morality we would look upon 

ass wrong. For example, the disposition not to lie could have caused us to tell 

thee truth to the Nazis about the hiding place of Anne Frank. 

Byy contrast, one-level generalism is the view that there is only one level 

off moral thinking. This is the level the fundamental principle of morality 

playss on, which thus fully retains its heuristic and justificatory role.14 That 

iss not to say that on this view we cannot deduce rules (or dispositions) from 

thee fundamental principle of morality. For example, the principle of utility 

mayy approve of the rule 'Lying to a would-be murderer about where his 

victimm is is right'. However, such rules merely purport to specify what the 

fundamentall principle of morality enjoins. They just aim to make more 

concretee what this inevitably abstract principle or the underlying concept 

suchh as maximisation of the good amounts to. Such rules do not have a role 

off their own to play at all, and talk of two levels of thinking would therefore 

bee unwarranted. This is shown by the fact that there is no slack. The rules 

cannott say of an action that is right if that action is forbidden by the 

fundamentall principle of morality. 

9.3.11 One-level generalism 

Heree I want to argue against one-level generalism, in particular against 

Kantiann and utilitarian versions of this view. 

^ 11 should mention the possibility- of a one-level generalism that abolishes the fundamental 
principlee of morality altogether as a criterion for the lightness and wrongness of particular 
actions,, for example rule-consequentialism. This is the view that we submit ourselves to rules 
orr dispositions gathered from that principle alone. 
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Off one-level Kantianism we have already encountered an excellent 

examplee in Donagan's rationalism.15 To recapitulate, on this view there is a 

fundamentall principle of morality reading: Act always so that you respect 

everyy human being, yourself or another, as being a rational creature. 

Donagan'ss theory of morality is also exemplary here in that from that 

principlee rules (precepts) are inferred which, as Donagan puts it, 'merely 

purportt to make explicit the content of a concept in that principle, namely, 

thatt of respect for every human being as being a rational creature'16. As 

Donagann realises full well, as we saw, this means that these rules will be 

exceptionless:: they will not conflict with the fundamental principle of 

morality,, nor with each other. 

Myy case against generalism thus seems to hold good with respect to 

Donagan'ss Kantianism. For one to be in a (moral) conflict is to be in a 

conflictt of beliefs, of beliefs about which of two (or more) actions would be 

respectingg every human being as being a rational creature. Resolving a 

conflictt therefore leaves one with a true and a false belief. And a false belief 

-needlesss to say- one should abandon. In other words, from the perspective 

off Donagan's categorical imperative there is no reason whatsoever to 

performm the rejected action, let alone that one is required to do it. Thus, one-

levell Kantians cannot recognise genuine conflicts as they do not keep 

defeatedd requirements on the scene indeed. 

Inn spite of this, there is a reason to adjust my case against Kantianism, 

includingg Donagan's, which is that, in principle, it allows for gaps. By this I 

meann that there can be situations in which there is no action whose 

performancee would be, in Donagan's terminology, respecting every human 

beingg as being a rational creature. Perhaps, this will be the case in all 

exampless of conflicts and dilemmas I have given in this thesis, for all these 

exampless involve claims that cannot be respected all. On a Kantian view, in 

suchh situations whatever one does one does something wrong (in the 

traditionall sense17). In other words, Kantianism allows for prohibition 

dilemmas.18 8 

15Seee section 3.2. 
^Donagann (1977), p. 143. 
•''Seee section 7.4. 
18Cf.. Hill (1996), pp. 179-80. However, Hill seems to conflate two different notions of gaps. 
Onn his first notion, which is irrelevant here, gaps are situations in which the categorical 
imperativee fails to determine what is, in his terms, obligatory, forbidden, or neither; gaps 
aree thus cases of indeterminacy, as I have called it in chapter 6. On Hills second notion of 
gaps,, which is applicable here, gaps are situations where there is no maxim (i.e. the 
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Unfortunately,, this barely brings Kantians in a better position. First, in 

subsectionn 7.3.2 we have seen that the prohibition dilemma conception of 

dilemmaa renders dilemmas too problematic. Second, not all situations 

Kantianss regard as prohibition dilemmas will indeed be dilemmas, some of 

themm will be resolvable conflicts; for example, it may be right to break a 

promise.. Nevertheless, I have to restate my case against one-level 

Kantianismm as follows: either it can recognise genuine conflicts, but then it 

cannott resolve them19, or it can resolve conflicts, but then they are not 

genuine. . 

II have a similar story about one-level utilitarianism.20 Nonetheless, this 

storyy is worth laying out since there exist some interesting discrepancies. I 

takee it that one-level utilitarianism is the view that there is a fundamental 

principlee of morality in the guise of the principle of utility, i.e. the principle 

thatt bids us to maximise the good (however interpreted).21 On this view, the 

possibilityy of conflict cannot be acknowledged as defeated requirements 

shouldd be eliminated from the scene as, again, defeated requirement-

statementss have the status of false beliefs, now about which action 

maximisess the good. There is a distinction between actions that maximise 

thee good, and actions that do not. The principle of utility highlights the 

former,, thereby putting the latter in an unfavourable light. From the 

perspectivee of this principle, there cannot be a reason at all, let alone a 

strongg one, then to perform actions which do not maximise the good. 

Whatt has been bogging Kantianism and utilitarianism down? My 

diagnosiss is that it is their monism in the theory of reasons. This is, I 

reiterate,, the view that all reasons can be traced back to one general reason. 

Onn Donagan's view this general reason was respect for every human being 

ass being a rational creature, and on the utilitarian view which we are 

discussingg at the moment it is maximisation of the good. Thus, there is a 

criterionn for what ought to be done only, and not, beside this, a 

(independent)) criterion for what reasons, including requirements, there are. 

subjectivee principle on which agents (intend to) act) to pass the test of the categorical 
imperative. . 
19Notee that in irresolvable conflicts there are no defeated requirements. 
2 00 A contemporary representative here is Sheng, see Sheng (1991). 
2 11 How about a one-level utilitarian inferring a set of exceptionless rules from the principle of 
utility?? I cannot see that happening. A one-level utilitarian will be tied to the idea of 
holismm in the theory of reasons, which I have explained in the previous section. She has to 
repudiate,, for example, Donagan s precept that, put roughly, lying is wrong unless there is no 
'freee communcation' (see section 3.2), for she cannot rule out that there are forced lyings that 
maximisee the good. 
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Whilee the monist can talk about the Tightness and wrongness of actions 

allright,, she simply lacks the means to speak of the "requiredness" of wrong 

actions.. But this is precisely what she needs if she is to account for the 

possibilityy of conflict.22 

Iff this diagnosis is right, to recognise conflicts as genuine we should be 

pluralistss in the theory of reasons, whether Ross- or particularist-style; we 

havee to take the view that there exists no general reason to which all 

reasonss can be reduced. This is perhaps surprising since, in section 6.1, I 

brokee a lance for the position that we need not be pluralists in the theory of 

valuevalue to acknowledge the possibility of conflict. 

Ass wTith one-level Kantianism, I have to restate my case against one-level 

utilitarianism.. This is because it could admit of ties (or traps): cases in which 

theree are two (or more) different actions which maximise the good. Unlike 

Railton,, Slote understands that then utilitarians would want to distinguish 

betweenn Buridan's ass cases, which we have discussed in section 2.3, and 

genuinee conflicts ('moral dilemmas').23 

Too this end, firstly Slote submits a distinction between ties which involve 

actionss with overall good consequences and those which involve actions 

withh overall bad consequences, what he calls tied least evils.24 The latter are 

morall dilemmas, while the former are not. Subsequently, Slote introduces 

thee following account of right-making characteristics: an action is right if, 

firstly,, it produces consequences which are at least as good as any alternative 

and,, secondly, the consequences produced are overall good. (Interestingly, 

McConnelll points out that there is an alternative account which says that an 

actionn is right if, on balance, it produces better consequences than any 

alternative.255 With this account, utilitarians could allow for gaps, to wit in 

thee case of ties.26) Finally, Slote appeals to a notion of benevolence which 

incorporatess the desire not only to do what it best but also to do well by, 

help,, people.27 In sum, "tied least evils" (as opposed to Buridan's ass cases) 

^Cf.. Gowans (1994), pp. 155-8. 
23Railtonn (1992), p. 729; Slote (1985), p. 161. 
24Forr the sake of argument, I accept this proposal of Slote (and the one still to come). But I am 
nott so sure that a distinction between good and bad /evil sits happily with any utilitarian 
project. . 
2 5 I nn McConnell (1981), p. 250. There McConnell also gives himself a hard time, 
paradoxically,, trving to avoid utilitarianism being conflict-recognising, that is to say to 
avoidd traps. 
26Cf.. Railton (1992), p. 729nl5. 
2 /Slotee argues that Bentham's utilitarianism is an example here, in Slote (1985), p. 162; see 
Benthamm (1987), pp. 65-6. 
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aree dilemmatic, in Slote's view, because in these cases benevolence, as he 

conceivess it, will be thwarted.28 

Inn view of this, I can specify my argument against one-level 

utilitarianismm as follows. I stick by my view that it does not recognise the 

genuinenesss of resolvable conflicts as it has not got the tools to retain the 

fulll force of defeated requirements. But I admit that, in the form of ties, one-

levell utilitarianism could acknowledge the possibility of irresolvable 

conflicts.. However, if it does, it flouts what I dubbed the plausibility-

condition.. At the very least, this is because not all tied least evils will indeed 

bee irresolvable conflicts, some will still be Buridan's ass cases. I am referring 

too what is known in the moral dilemma literature as the fireman-example. 

Thiss is the case of a fireman who, going through a burning building, 

discernss two people of whom he can rescue only one.29 In my view, the 

firemann is required to save either person, not each of them, so it is a 

Buridan'ss ass case. According to Slote's utilitarianism, however, it is a tied 

leastt evils, a moral dilemma, for one person will not be helped out. 

[Ass an aside, I wish to point out that here we run into a possible 

explanationn of why in the moral dilemma debate conflict and dilemma are 

nott always kept apart. In particular, conflict is not understood as the basic 

category,, and dilemma as a special category. This explanation is that the only 

conflictss Kantians and utilitarians can see are dilemmas.] 

Butt that is not the whole story. Let us return, once more, to section 6.1. As 

wee have seen, even Stocker, who holds that a plurality of values is 

indispensablee for genuine conflict, maintains that monists in the theory of 

valuee are able to acknowledge the possibility of conflicts of values. That is to 

say,, it is possible for them recognise that, in spite of doing what is right, one 

couldd miss out on value. The thought I wish to pursue now is that one-

levell utilitarians can make use of this possibility to come to a theory of 

resolvablee conflict -their weak spot so far- which is similar to mine. After 

all,, on my view resolvable conflicts are problematic because one necessarily 

missess out on (considerable) value.30 

Thee aforementioned thought is prompted by Slote's utilitarian theory of 

whatt he calls moral cost.31 As an example of situation of moral cost he gives 

28Slotee (1985), pp. 161-5. 
29Gowanss (1994), p. 179n6; cf. section 3.2. 
30Kantianismm drops back here. It has no theory of value underlying its theory of moral 
duties,, so there is no analogue of the theory I am outlining now. Cf. chapter 11. 
31Slotee (1985), pp. 165-7. 
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aa dirty hands case. This is the case of an official who, while doing the right 

thing,, say, in avoiding a disaster, incurs a moral cost as he has to harm 

someone.. Slote's theory of moral cost is, again, based on his notion of 

benevolence.. On this notion, benevolence encompasses not only, as we 

havee seen above, the desires to do what is best and to help people, but also 

thee desire not to leave anyone (any individual!) worse off, whether by way 

off commission or omission. By hypothesis, one-level utilitarians can 

accountt for cases which, even though one does what is right as one 

maximisess the good, are still problematic. They are problematic in the sense 

thatt one misses out on value as one leaves someone worse off. This event, 

moreover,, has the character of incurring a moral cost. Perhaps, it is easier to 

seee that such cases might be problematic if you remember that, as Sen 

suggests,, value monists can acknowledge the fact that what one gets and 

whatt one loses need not be of the same (sub)kind of value.32 Consequently, 

inn such cases one is not compensated in kind for what one misses out on by 

doingg what is right. 

Too close this subsection, I would like to raise some doubts about whether 

Slote'ss theory of moral cost is similar to my theory of resolvable conflict 

indeed.. The first thing to notice is that my theory says that in a genuine 

conflictt one misses out on value because one fails to act upon a 

requirement.. What makes such a situation problematic is thus not only that 

theree is a value one does not realise but also that one is required to realise 

thiss value. However, such a thing is not the case on Slote's view, for it is 

onlyy active in the field of the theory of value. From this, it follows that with 

Slote'ss theory of moral cost a one-level utilitarian could still not capture the 

precisee way in which a genuine conflict is problematic. 

9.3.22 Double-level generalism 

Ass I  said, in this subsection we will draw a distinction within the class of 

double-levell generalist theories. This is necessary because double-level 

generalistss differ of opinion about the reason why two levels of moral 

thinkingg should be invoked. What is more, as we will see, this difference of 

opinionn is relevant to our issue. 

Accordingg to some, this is a moral reason. They believe that their theories 

are,, as it is called, indirectly self-defeating. That is to say, 'it is true that, if we 

'-Thiss we have seen in section 6.1. 
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tryy to achieve the aims that [these theories] gives us, these aims will be 

worsee achieved'33. In view of this, perhaps surprisingly, we should not 

thinkk in terms of the aims of these theories. Instead, we have to develop a 

sett of standing dispositions which promote these aims best, e.g. the 

dispositionn to be loyal. According to other double-level generalists, there is 

nott a moral but, let us call it, a pragmatic reason to install two levels of 

thinking.. On their view, the fundamental principle of morality is of little 

useuse in everyday life. We cannot appeal to it every time we make a moral 

decision.. This is due to pragmatic considerations, for example it may be hard 

too know what the fundamental principle of morality says. That is why we 

needd to derive a set of relatively general and simple rules from it, e.g. the 

rulee not to kill the innocent. There is a similarity between indirectly self-

defeatingg theories and pragmatic double-level generalism. This is that on 

bothh theories if we always try to use the fundamental principle of morality 

thiss leads to wrong results. However, there is a difference between these 

theories.. In the absence of pragmatic considerations to refrain from 

appealingg to the fundamental principle of morality, those who believe in 

pragmaticc double level generalism would prefer that we use it, while those 

whoo believe in indirectly self-defeating theories would not. 

Inn the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss pragmatic double-level 

generalismm first and indirectly self-defeating theories last. The reason is that 

inn consideration of our aim the latter looks more promising than the 

former.. As indirectly self-defeating theories advance a plurality of 

dispositionss for a moral reason, they seem monist in name only. And, as we 

havee seen, it appears to be their monism that prevents generalist theories 

fromm being conflict-recognising. 

Thee main representative of pragmatic double-level generalism in the 

utilitariann camp is Hare, while in the Kantian camp this is Hill. As for 

Hare'ss view on conflict, I can largely confine myself to referring to section 

3.3.. However, I need to give a brief description of Hill's view here. 

Hill'ss Kantianism is based on Kant's "kingdom of ends" formula of the 

categoricall imperative. This runs something like this: Act as if you are by 

yourr maxims at all times a lawgiving member of the universal kingdom of 

ends.344 A kingdom of ends Kant defines as 'a systematic union of various 

33Dancyy (1997a), p. 1. 
34Seee Kant (1996), p. 87. 
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rationall beings through common laws'35. According to Hill, this imperative 

requiress us to obey that set of rules that we would work out as legislating 

memberss of a kingdom of ends, that is under ideal legislative conditions. 

Thesee conditions are fivefold, and Hill summarises them as follows: 'The 

memberss are rational and have autonomy in certain senses. They "abstract 

fromm personal differences". They make only "universal laws". They are 

"endss in themselves" and recognize each other as such'36. 

Consequently,, Hill's Kantianism is a theory with (at least) two levels of 

reflection,, as he calls it. At the higher level, there is the categorical 

imperative,, in the "kindom of ends" formula (Hill believes that this 

formulaa expresses the main ideas also of the other formulas of the 

categoricall imperative Kant has produced). Hill thus regards the categorical 

imperativee as a higher-order moral principle. At the lower level of 

reflection,, there are the rules that emanate from the categorical imperative. 

Thesee rules are fairly general and simple. Nevertheless, they are capable of 

generating,, what Hill calls, first-order moral duties.37 

Howw does this Kantianism bear on conflict? Hill is convinced that there 

cann be conflicts of first-order duties. However, with Donagan he maintains 

thatt Kantians cannot accept 'genuine moral dilemmas', which he conceives 

off as situations in which the categorical imperative enjoins two (or more) 

actionss that cannot both be performed. This is due to the fact that on a 

Kantiann view having a moral duty means being under a practical command 

off reason, and it cannot be the case that reason issues incompatible practical 

commands.. But at the lower level of reflection, there can thus be moral 

conflicts.. As genuine moral dilemmas, i.e. situations with two shapes38, are 

impossible,, Hill reasons, these conflicts must then be resolvable, in the 

sensee that they are rendered apparent by their resolution.39 And the 

resolutionn of conflicts takes place at the higher level of reflection (or 

deliberation).40 0 

Obviously,, Hills view has many points in common with that of Hare. 

Onn both views, there is one supreme principle of morality- From that 

principlee a set of quite general and simple rules has to be inferred. These 

35Kantt (1996), p. 83, 
36Hilll (1992a), p. 753. See for a full account of this Hill (1992b), pp. 59-61. 
37Hilll (1992b), ch. 3 and (1992a), pp. 752-5. 
3°Seee subsection 7.3.1. 
39Itt will be clear bv now that this sort of reasoning is not good. 
40Hilll (1992a), pp.' 753-5 and (1996), p. 173-5. 
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ruless could produce conflicts. Finally, conflicts are resolved by means of the 

fundamentall principle of morality. That principle, though in normal cases it 

yieldss the floor to corollary rules, reclaims its authority in cases of conflict, as 

ann umpire. However, there may very well be an interesting difference 

betweenn Hill's and Hare's views. For, as we have seen in section 3.3, on 

Hare'ss view defeated prima facie principles may remain on the scene, while 

onn Hill's view, it seems to me, defeated rules do not. This difference would 

ensuee from the fact that prima facie principles stay on the scene in defeat if 

thiss is useful, if the principle of utility commands it, while such a 

considerationn is foreign to a Kantian view. 

Timee has come to judge pragmatic double-level generalism on whether it 

iss or can be conflict-recognising. Let me begin by making the point that 

double-levell generalists seem to be in a better position than one-level 

generalistss here indeed. In contrast with the latter, the former find a 

criterionn for the constituents of conflict in the presence of corollary rules 

andd dispositions. Nevertheless, pragmatic double-level generalism does not 

andd cannot acknowledge the possibility of conflict. This is not because on 

suchh a view rules will quit the scene in defeat. As I just said, at least on a 

utilitariann view this need not be. Rather, it is because what defeated rules 

producee -on Hare's view, prima facie oughts; on Hill's view, first-order 

duties-- are not full-blown requirements.41 How could they be? Defeated 

ruless succumb to the pressure of the fundamental principle of morality. As 

itt resolves a conflict, it decides, put roughly, in favour of one rule and 

againstt another, so that there is no reason, let alone a requirement, to follow 

thee rejected rule. At the end of the day, my argument against one-level 

generalismm therefore applies to pragmatic double-level generalism as well. 

InIn particular, it cannot recognise resolvable conflicts as genuine. 

Havingg dealt with pragmatic double-level generalism, this should have 

beenn the place to discuss whether indirectly self-defeating theories can be 

foundd or developed that are conflict-recognising. However, there is reason 

too delay this discussion, since I fear that it is not possible for Kantianism to 

bee indirectly self-defeating. Of course, there is a perfectly general worry that 

noo theory can at the same time say what our goal is and tell us not to strive 

Seee also section 33. 
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afterr it. Surely, this is queer. One may take the view, after a lot of arguing, 

thatt this amounts to self-refutation.42 But here I set this worry aside. 

Myy worry concerns Kantianism in particular. For, according to the 

definitionn I quoted above, indirectly self-defeating theories, among other 

things,, give us aims that we can reach -and this is what triggered off my 

worry-- to a greater or lesser extent (they can be 'worse achieved). Now, it is 

intelligiblee how such a thing may be true (in principle) with respect to 

utilitarianism.. This is the view that our objective is to maximise, in the 

sensee of promote, the good, which is something that can be better or worse 

donee indeed. But can it apply to Kantianism? It seems to me that either you 

obeyy or you fail to obey the categorical imperative, that there are no degrees 

too which you can fail to obey the categorical imperative. 

Anyway,, this worry stimulates me to delve into forms of double-level 

Kantianismm that are different from Hill's -less natural or more 

sophisticated,, depending on how you look at it. I am alluding to Herman's 

ass well as Korsgaard's Kantianism in the theory of moral dilemma, which, 

ass I hope to show, happen to deserve our attention in their own right. 

Herman'ss theory I call a form of double-level Kantianism as she 

distinguishess between two stages of moral deliberation. This is because she 

makess a distinction, in her The Practice of Moral Judgment' (1985), 

betweenn rules of moral salience, on the one hand, and the categorical 

imperativee procedure, on the other. In her 'Obligation and Performance: A 

Kantiann Account of Moral Conflict' (1990), she gives a similar 

interpretationn of Kant's distinction, which we have seen in section 3.2, 

betweenn grounds of obligation and obligations.43 

Accordingg to Herman, a distinction has to be made between rules of 

morall salience and the categorical imperative procedure. The categorical 

imperativee procedure assesses our maxims. When a maxim of us is 

rejected,, our duty is not to act on it. The crux is that this procedure can be 

gott to run only if we are able to describe our intended actions in a morally 

appropriatee way. This requires knowledge of what characteristics of actions 

aree morally relevant (salient). This is knowledge that is independent of 

(priorr to) the categorical imperative procedure. Herman regards this as 

knowledgee of rules, hence her term 'rules of moral salience'.44 

42Thiss is Dancy's position, in Dancy (1993), ch. 13 and (1997a); cf. Den Hartogh (1985), ch. 29. 
43Bothh articles are collected in Herman's The Practice of Moral Judgment (1993). 
4 4Hermann (1985), pp. 415-8. 
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Korsgaard'ss theory can be called a form of double-level Kantianism for a 

quitee different reason. In her 'The Right to Lie: Kant on Dealing with Evil' 

(1986)45,, she draws a distinction between ideal conditions and non-ideal, 

thatt is evil, conditions. This is based on her view that different 

circumstancess demand different principles. 

Thee distinction is made possible, Korsgaard argues (throughout her 

article),, by a discrepancy between the "end-in-itself" formula, for which I 

referr to section 3.2, and the "universal law" formula of the categorical 

imperative,, which runs as follows: 'I ought never to act except in such a 

wayy that I could also will that my maxim should become a universal law'46. 

InIn particular, the "end-in-itself" formula is stricter than the "universal law" 

formula.. Whereas the former forbids all coercion and deception, the latter 

doess not. What is more, in the case of evil the "ends-in-itself" formula 

leadss to counter-intuitive results. 

Korsgaardd illustrates this point by reference to an example drawn from 

Kant'ss essay 'On a supposed right to lie from philantropy', which we have 

discussedd in section 3.2. The question is whether we may lie to prevent a 

murder.. According to Korsgaard, the "end-in-itself" formula says that we 

oughtt not to, while the "universal law" formula -rightly- says that we may 

orr even ought to. Some practices of lying could be willed as a universal law, 

includingg this one. 

Fromm this, Korsgaard concludes that, although in ideal circumstances 

bothh the "end-in-itself" formula and the "universal law" formula of the 

categoricall imperative are applicable, in non-ideal circumstances only the 

latterr is.47 

Accordingg to Herman, 'the phenomenon of moral conflict is an ordinary 

partt of moral experience'48. On her view, a moral conflict is a situation in 

whichh more than one rule of moral salience (or ground of obligation) 

applies.. Moral conflict is thus situated in the agent's maxim. The problem is 

howw to include in the description of the proposed action all of the morally 

relevantt features the rules of moral salience adduce. On a Kantian view, 

Hermann claims, this is a resolvable problem, or at least it is presumed that it 

is;; there is something that one has an obligation to do. 

4 : iReprintedd in Korsgaard's Creating the Kingdom of Ends (1996). 
4 6Kantt (1996), p. 57. 
47Thiss is on p. 346 of Korsgaard (1986). 
4 8Hermann (1990), p. 314. 
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Ass it stands, Herman's theory is not conflict-recognising. This is not 

becausee defeated rules of moral salience or grounds of obligation do not 

remainn on the scene. (My impression is that, in Herman's view, while the 

formerr do, the latter do not.49) Rather, it is because what rules of moral 

saliencee produce or, more precisely, what they do not produce. They do not 

producee moral duties, either actual or prima facie ones (in Ross' terms). In 

thee same way, Herman argues that grounds of obligation do not themselves 

obligatee in any way.5051 

Ass it stands, Korsgaard's theory is not conflict-recognising either. This is 

simplyy because it says that in the case of evil the "end-in-itself" formula of 

thee categorical imperative is inapplicable. This is, however, the formula 

thatt could reveal moral conflicts. For the "universal law1' formula only 

showss what is right, the resolution of conflict, so to speak. 

Lett me therefore make an attempt to render both Herman's and 

Korsgaard'ss theory conflict-recognising. As for Herman's theory, I propose 

thatt we regard rules of moral salience as reason-giving. As such, they may 

generatee requirements. It is then possible that the outcome of the categorical 

imperativee procedure is that we ought to do, say, A, while according to a 

defeatedd rule of moral salience we are still required to do B. This proposal is 

inspiredd by Herman's claim that the categorical imperative procedure and 

ruless of moral salience are independent sources of moral knowledge. 

Ass for Korsgaard's theory, I suggest that we declare the "end-in-itself" 

formulaa of the categorical imperative to be applicable also in non-ideal 

conditions.. There will then be cases in which whatever one will do one will 

faill to treat a human being as an end-in-itself. And some of these cases we 

mayy want to call genuine conflicts. 

InIn sum, I suggest that we find a criterion for that which constitutes a 

conflictt on Herman's theory in rules of moral salience and on Korsgaard's 

4 9Hermann (1985), p. 422 and (1990), p. 318. 
5 0Hermann (1985), pp. 418-22 and (1990), pp. 316-24. 
5 11 Interestingly, Herman takes up the issue whether her theory can still account for agent-
regrett and compensation (in case of, say, a broken promise^. In other words, can it incorporate 
whatt I call the compromise-model of the resolution of conflict (see subsection 5.2.1)? On a 
Kantiann view, Herman maintains, agent-regret is not rational, although regret, compunction 
andd repugnance may be natural. Nevertheless, compensation, she holds, can be appropriate. 
Nott because of the presence of a defeated requirement. But because of the future deliberative 
significancee of, sav, an unkept promise, not as a residue, but as a moral feature of the 
circumstancess in which the agent [then] stands' (Herman (1985), p. 422). 5ee Herman (1985), 
p.. 422 and, especially, (1990), pp. 324-30. As for my argument against this, suffice it to refer to 
subsectionn 5.2.2. 
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theoryy in the "end-in-itself" formula of the categorical imperative, and a 

criterionn for that which constitutes the resolution of conflict on Herman's 

theoryy in the categorical imperative procedure and on Korsgaard's theory in 

thee "universal law" formula of the categorical imperative. Moreover, these 

criteriaa are independent of each other in the relevant sense. 

Cann this -admittedly, wild- interpretation of Herman's and Korsgaard's 

theoryy be sustained? I do not think it can. This is due to the fact that, 

accordingg to Herman, while the categorical imperative procedure and rules 

off moral salience may be independent of each other in some sense, what 

countss here is that they both represent aspects or interpretations of the 

categoricall imperative. That is to say, 'they express the same fundamental 

conceptt (the Moral Law)', which is 'a principle (or law) of pure practical 

reasonn that determines the will a priori'52. And, according to Korsgaard, 

despitee the aforementioned discrepancy, the "universal law" formula and 

thee "end-in-itself" formula of the categorical imperative are 'expressions of 

thee same basic theory of value: that your rational nature is the source of 

justifyingg power of your reasons, and so of the goodness of your ends'53. 

Suchh being the case, supposing that on Herman's and Korsgaard's views 

theree can be defeated requirements, they just reflect false beliefs: mistaken 

expressionss of the categorical imperative. So, again, we can conclude that 

defeatedd rules -in the form of rules of moral salience or of the categorical 

imperativee in the "end-in-itself" formula- succumb to the pressure of the 

fundamentall principle of morality. Thus, Herman's as well as Korsgaard's 

double-levell Kantianism are, nor can be conflict-recognising. 

Thee rest of this chapter consists in a discussion of the "conflict-

recognisingness"" of indirectly self-defeating theories. By way of illustration, 

II point to Parfit's consequentialism.54 As we have seen, on indirectly self-

defeatingg theories there are two levels of moral thinking. At the higher 

level,, there is the fundamental principle of morality. Amongst other 

things,, it operates as a criterion for the Tightness and wrongness of 

particularr actions. At the lower level of thinking, there is a set of 

dispositionss approved of by the fundamental principle of morality. What is 

importantt now is that the fundamental principle approves of these 

D2Hermann (1985), pp. 427 (my italics) and 426, respectively. 
53Korsgaardd (1986), p. 338 (my italics). 
54Parfitt (1984), pp. 24-8. 
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dispositionss for a moral reason. If we let ourselves by guided by this set of 

dispositionss rather than by the fundamental principle directly, so to speak, 

wee act in accordance with that principle better. In view of this, these 

dispositionss are, in Railtons helpful phrase55, sturdy. They can hardly be 

destroyedd by what the fundamental principle of morality enjoins in 

particularr cases. They render actions (morally) unthinkable. 

Thiss is important now because it is this sturdiness of dispositions that 

makess indirectly self-defeating theories conflict-recognising. My 

explanationn runs like this. The first thing to notice is that the presence of 

thee set of dispositions provides indirectly self-defeating theories with a 

criterionn for requirements. For if you should have a disposition to do A, say 

too keep your promises, you are required to do A (and ought to do A, other 

thingss being equal). And, of course, indirectly self-defeating theories possess 

aa criterion for oughts in the presence of their fundamental principle of 

morality.. Fair enough, in this respect indirectly self-defeating theories are 

onn a par, as we saw earlier, with pragmatic double-level generalist theories. 

Butt the critical difference is that on indirectly self-defeating theories 

dispositionss are shielded by their sturdiness from the pressure of the 

fundamentall principle of morality which, as we have just seen, rules on 

pragmaticc double-level generalist theories found so hard to withstand. On 

indirectlyy self-defeating theories defeated dispositions and thus defeated 

requirementss may therefore remain on the scene. 

Whatt sorts of conflicts can there be on indirectly self-defeating theories? 

Firstt of all, there will be conflicts of dispositions. Suppose that you are 

primee minister and father of a nine-year old daughter, and that, according 

thee supreme principle of morality, in view of the former you should have 

thee disposition to carry out your duties as a prime minister, and in view of 

thee latter a strong love for your daughter. These dispositions, for example, 

generatee a conflict in case her birthday coincides with a Cabinet's meeting. 

Eitherr you do not act upon your disposition to chair the weekly meetings or 

youu fail to do what your strong love for your daughter commits you to. 

Secondly,, there can be conflicts produced by a disposition, on the one hand, 

andd the fundamental principle of morality, on the other hand. For example, 

terroristss hold hostage the Cabinet Ministers as well as your daughter. 

Rememberr that you are prime minister. The terrorists ask you whom they 

shouldd kill if you do not comply with their whims. Let us say, they want 

"Rail tonn (1984), p. 157, 
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youu to release their leader. Suppose that this is not an option. This amounts 

too a conflict if due to your love for your daughter you need to protect her, 

butt according to the fundamental principle of morality you should save 

yourr ministers. You have to give up either your daughter or the Cabinet. 

Thirdly,, the fundamental principle of morality can create conflicts on its 

own,, so to speak. I am referring to subsection 9.3.1. There we have seen that 

one-levell generalists can recognise irresolvable conflicts in the form of traps 

orr gaps. 

II am going to argue now that indirectly self-defeating theories are 

possiblyy committed to an implausible theory of moral dilemma. Firstly, 

theyy may not designate the right situations as conflicts. Secondly, they may 

bringg about that the agent performs are actions that are wrong. 

Lett me clarify my first point. On the one hand, it is possible that, for 

example,, some conflicts of dispositions are not really conflicts. This is 

becausee dispositions will be relatively general and simple and so cover cases 

whichh they in fact should not. How common this scenario is, depends on 

thee notion of disposition involved. At any rate, dispositions cannot be so 

specificc and complicated that conflicts do not occur, it seems to me. Here is a 

crudee example. The fundamental principle may endorse the disposition not 

too kill innocent people. However, there may be cases in which there is no 

reasonn at all against killing an innocent person. I am alluding to 

euthanasia.. On the other hand, it is possible that there are situations which 

aree conflicts but not, for example, conflicts of dispositions. This could 

happenn in case of novel situations. In medical ethics, for instance, as a 

resultt of advanced techniques options crop up which used to be 

inconceivable. . 

Lett me explain my second point. As we have seen, the fundamental 

principlee of morality says what the agent ought to do, while the agent will 

virtuallyy always do what his sturdy dispositions require. Now, it remains to 

bee seen whether what the agent will do is not wrong. At the very least, as 

theree can be conflicts generated by the fundamental principle of morality, 

onn the one hand, and a disposition, on the other hand, it is possible that the 

agentt can barely avoid wrongdoing in terms of the fundamental principle 

off morality itself.56 Besides, it seems problematic that in conflicts of 

dispositionss the agent will, I suppose, do as the stronger disposition 

requires.. And I take it that one disposition is stronger (or weaker) than 

56Cf.. Parfit's account of blameless wrongdoing, in Parfit (1984), pp. 31-5. 
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anotherr if it pertains to a type of action that is the agent is more (or less) 

disposedd to do. It may be that this is not the action that the fundamental 

principlee of morality prescribes. Moreover, it is possible that the case at 

handd is one in which it is beyond doubt that one ought to act upon the 

weakerweaker disposition. 

Thus,, while indirectly self-defeating theories are conflict-recognising, 

theyy do not meet what I am calling the plausibility-condition. The final 

pointt I would like to make is that this is due to their generalism, in 

particularr to their monism. As dispositions need shielding from the 

pressuree of the fundamental principle of morality, they get a role of their 

ownn too much. 


